CANTERBURY PARK SHEEP REPORT

Date | 7 MAY 2019

## Prime Lambs

- M Harcourt (Halswell) 29 Prime Lambs $142-$159, J G L Investments (West Melte) 9 Prime Lambs $151, Miss Janice Winter (Kaiapoi) 24 Prime Lambs $131-$151, Shanavagh Trust (Ladbrooks) 17 Prime Lambs $135-$159, D & B Wilkinsen (Ladbrooks) 14 Prime Lambs $127-$180, Kaysan Farming (Claring Cross) 15 Prime Lambs $119, D & K Powell (Leititfield) 29 Prime Lambs $130-$146, Peter Flintoff (Cheviot) 18 Prime Lambs $132, C P & C J Borifacio (Irwell) 40 Prime Lambs $125-$157, Adams Family Trust (Greymouth) 14 Prime Lambs $130-$168, Coastwide Shearing (Greymouth) 29 Prime Lambs $119-$138, K J O’Loughlin (West Eyreton) 23 Prime lambs $135-$180, Shingly Creek (Broadfield) 10 Prime Lambs $170

A medium sized yarding of Lambs had a strong sale with the quality not matching that of the previous week. The best sold for $187.

**Top:** $187  
**Heavy:** $160-$180  
**Medium:** $140-$155  
**Light:** $125-$135

### Stores

N J & M J Dalmer (Waiau) 291 Male Lambs $84-$117

### Prime Sheep

- R Curle (Springfield) 61 2 toothed Ewes $86-$138, M R Hawkins (Leeston) 16 Prime Ewes $151-$188, Janice Winter (Spencerville) 27 Prime Ewes $120-$184, Wyndale Partnership (Sheffield) 52 Prime Ewes $110-$140, G J & C Philpott (Loburn) 93 Prime Ewes $118-$170, Peter Flintoff (Rotherham) 25 Prime Ewes $151-$205, B J Dobbs (Westport) $115-$123

**Top Price:** $205  
**Heavy:** $170-$190  
**Medium:** $130-$160  
**Light:** $90-$120